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Forskrivningsmodulen (eresept) 3.7.0 RC8 (#13905)  Release Notes

Customer Feature
The text "Tom LIB" shown for empty M25 messages in samstemming was changed to "Pasientens LIB
hentet fra Reseptformidleren inneholder ingen forskrivninger".
[ RENO11987, Resolved, As a doctor I want an empty RF LIB in samstemming to be more clearly identified ]

Vivit module updated to version 1.27
[ RENO11967, Resolved, As a doctor I want the FM to use version 1.27 of the Vivit module ]

Information about the prescriber is now showed in collapsed prescriptions in samstemming.
[ RENO11949, Resolved, As a doctor I want to see information about the prescriber in collapsed prescriptions in
samstemming (not only expanded) ]

In "samstemming", information on there being no deliveries found has been changed to "Ingen
utleveringer funnet" and that string removed from the expanded view and only shown for items which
came in on a reply to an RF lookup (M95/M96)
[ RENO11948, Resolved, As a doctor I want clearer information about missing information about deliveries/utleveringer
in samstemming ]

In legemiddel/cave samstemming, the "Lukk"/"Neste" button will be disabled when the medication list
is too long to fit on the screen. It will be enabled when the user has scrolled all the way down.
[ RENO11947, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want to close legemiddel or CAVEsamstemming unless it is certain that
I have seen all the prescriptions/CAVE entries shown there ]

Captions in "samstemming" changed to be more descriptive.
[ RENO11946, Resolved, As a doctor I want more descriptive captions for the different medication sections in the new
samstemming ]

Feature
The help file has been updated to reflect the latest version, as of 3.7.0 RC8.
[ RENO11998, Resolved, update help file ]

Customer Defect
Fixed approved seponering draft even though it has not been selected by the doctor.
[ RENO11976, Resolved, Draft is approved even though it has not been selected by the doctor ]

"Samstemming" no longer shows an empty LIB in RF box, when patient hasn't got any.
[ RENO11945, Resolved, Samstemming shows an empty LIBiRF area ]

Bugs when converting in epj api to name space version 20130312, missing Id and extra elements
have been fixed, draft prescriptions are also filtered out when converting "Svar" documents from
version 20140502 to 20140114. Stop information is removed from stop drafts.
[ RENO11941, Resolved, LesVarerIBruk returns invalid XML in schema version 20130312 ]

Defect
The SetDotNetTransactionTimout utility now runs as 32 or 64 bit depending on .NET run time
environment.
[ RENO11930, Resolved, The SetDotNetTransactionTimeout utility should be built as a 32/64 bit application ]

